
                      Family owned and operated since 1936, MarBorg Industries has provided                     
                      exceptional service and customer satisfaction in the greater Santa Monica area.
                      As a leader in the waste management industry, they are also a certified green 
                      business and hold a platinum certificate from LEED for their buildings. Introduced
to Energy Professionals by one of our channel partners, MarBorg was looking for ways to
further reduce their carbon footprint and their energy costs through management of their
natural gas used by their entire fleet of vehicles.  

Waste Management Disposes of Excess Energy Bills

Energy Savings Help Waste
Management Company Reduce
Costs & Be More Sustainable

Energy Professionals works with channel
agents and partners to bring energy
saving solutions that help clients reduce
energy costs and help strengthen
relationships. 

Introduction

Energy Independence. More Choice. Less Waste.

www.energyprofessionals.com

Energy Savings

Challenges Faced:

Increasing energy costs

Reduction of carbon footprint

Budget control & prediction

Increasing profits for a
family owned business



Solutions Designed For
Your Energy Needs

Founded in 1999, Energy Professionals is one of
North America's leading energy consultants
working with commercial customers to reduce
and control their energy budgets. We build
client-specific, comprehensive energy strategies
that factor in our clients' goals and objectives.
Utilizing our extensive network of suppliers,
energy efficiency experts and renewable energy
partners, we bring the most effective, efficient
and innovative technologies to the table. We
offer both focused solutions to a specific issue
and broad plans to address long-term growth,
paving the way for energy independence,
providing more choice and less waste.

Energy Procurement 
Utility Bill Recovery 
Power Factor Correction
Asset-Backed Demand Response
Energy Intelligence
LED Lighting
Solar & Renewable Energy Solutions
HVAC & Indoor Air Quality
Microgrids

From giving you better control and saving
you money with Natural Gas and Energy
procurement to creating energy
independence with energy efficiency and
renewable energy solutions, Energy
Professionals designs solutions for your
energy needs and budget. Some of our
core solutions include: 

The Results

Energy savings of almost $200K

Increased company profit 

More sustainable

About Energy Professionals

Contact
1 (844) 674-5465

info@energyprofessionals.com

www.energyprofessionals.com

Utilizing our expansive network of natural gas
providers, Energy Professionals was able to find
a more sustainable natural a gas supply on a 36
month term at a cost that was 24% lower than
what MarBorg has been paying, helping them
reduce fuel energy costs by $194,463 over the
course of the agreement. 


